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Owner David Stevens was looking for continuity for his company and we
quickly found each other in our goals and visions. While retaining the current
management with Wally Bergmann in charge, we see many opportunities to
advance existing markets and expand them by additional product lines and
brands. With the knowledge and expertise of Royal Reesink, we are able to

Gerrit van der Scheer:

provide the agricultural sector with suitable machinery, ideal for the South
African market. In addition, we will be focusing intensively on used equipment,

“Welcome”

which we see as an excellent addition to the current product range. Together
with Smith, we have already held several discussions with various European
manufacturers and we expect to achieve good results soon.
Through the addition of Smith, Royal Reesink is taking its first steps on
the African continent. Africa is the fastest growing continent in the world
and shows remarkable development. This calls for cleaner, smarter and
more efficient machines and processes. Royal Reesink can make a positive

I would like to warmly welcome the Smith employees to Royal Reesink.

contribution in this regard and increase its own footprint through innovative
and sustainable solutions that take into account people and the environment.

One of the first things that struck me when I came to know Smith was the
many similarities with Royal Reesink but then in South Africa. With around

I absolutely expect that we can achieve great things together. After a very

160 employees, Smith focuses on distributing leading brands in agriculture,

long preparation period, due to procedural issues between Europe and South

landscaping, material handling, the construction industry, off-road vehicles,

Africa, we are now ready to start. I look forward to a pleasant cooperation

power generators via an extensive distributor network throughout South

and I am convinced that through this mutual strengthening, a successful

Africa. The Smith product range includes KUBOTA, TORO, CLUB CAR, KIPOR,

future lies ahead of us in Africa.

BAOLI, POLARIS, EGO Power+ and LINHAI. This is a celebration of recognition.
Thus, this acquisition fits in perfectly with Royal Reesink’s growth strategy,
which among other things is based on the expansion of existing brands in

Gerrit van der Scheer

new markets.

CEO Royal Reesink

Royal Reesink Profile

South Africa

Royal Reesink is one of the largest international distributors of high-quality

South Africa is a republic in the south of the

machinery and equipment for agriculture, landscaping, logistics and the

African continent. The country covers a total of

construction industry. It offers an efficient overall concept for the entire

1,123,226 km2.

life cycle of a machine, from the financing model to optimal operation and

South Africa borders Swaziland to the east,

maintenance.

Mozambique to the northeast, Zimbabwe and Botswana to the

See also:
royalreesink.com

Royal Reesink enables customers to maximise

north, and Namibia to the northwest. The country with its very

the efficiency of their machines and systems.

diverse landscape has different population groups and eleven official

With the focus on robotisation, engineering,

languages, including Afrikaans, which is related to Dutch. English is the

connectivity, measurability and the use of big

most widely spoken language.

data, Royal Reesink is constantly seeking for
new innovation opportunities. It is all about

South Africa is a parliamentary republic with three capital cities and

sustainable

one of the most developed countries on the African continent with

solutions,

taking

people and the environment.

into

account

strong economic growth. Johannesburg is South Africa’s largest city
and is located in the Gauteng province.
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Today, 27 years later, Smith has chosen Royal Reesink as new owner, and
Smith and Jean Heybroek become family. Jean Heybroek has been part of
Royal Reesink since 2010. My colleagues and I experience the ownership
of Royal Reesink as a strengthening of the corporate structure. I expect
Smith to continue to grow in the coming years, also due to the addition of
brands, many of which have been successfully distributed within Royal
Reesink for many years.

Roon Hylkema:

“Strengthening
corporate structure”

My first meeting with Wally Bergman dates back to 1991 and took
place at the Toro headquarters in Bloomington, Minneapolis. As young
managers of Jean Heybroek and Smith, we exchanged views with Toro,
our main supplier. Over the years, Wally and I have been inspired by

I would like to thank David, Wally, Lionel and Tom for the pleasant

Toro’s management. But our common vision was that we wanted to be

conversations in recent months. Now is the time to turn our plans into

distributors for multiple brands and markets.

actions and seize the opportunities that lie ahead. I wish you all much joy
and would like to express my appreciation in advance for your efforts to

One of Toro’s most prestigious international distributor meeting was held

achieve mutual success!

at Smith in Johannesburg in 1995. It was a superb event with a large
number of European distributors in beautiful South Africa. All Smith

Roon Hylkema

colleagues were fantastic hosts in a very friendly atmosphere.

Divisional Director Reesink Turfcare

Smith Company

Smith

Profile

Business Management

Based in Edenvale (Johannesburg, South Africa), Smith employs

As we firmly believe in local management, Smith’s current management

around 160 people and focuses on the distribution of leading brands

will continue with the day-to-day business operations. David

in agriculture, landscaping, construction, off-road vehicles, power

Stevens

generators and specialised machinery via an extensive distributor

Gerrit van der Scheer (CEO Royal

network throughout South Africa. A large part of its customers are

Reesink),

private golf courses, agricultural enterprises and mines.

(Director M&A Royal Reesink) and

(former

shareholder),

Gerwin

Linnenbank

Roon Hylkema (Divisional Director
The Smith product range includes KUBOTA, TORO, CLUB CAR, KIPOR,

Reesink Turfcare) will join the

POLARIS, EGO Power+ and LINHAI.

non executive Board.

Royal Reesink Welcome Magazine
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Wally Bergmann, Managing Director Smith:

“Commitment, loyalty and reliability”

Wally Bergmann, Managing Director Smith: Smith is a distributor

ATVs and UTVs, BAOLI, KIPOR generators and forklifts, EGO power+ and

representing leading global brands of specialised machinery. Markets

CLUB CAR golf carts and UTVs followed.

include site maintenance, golf courses, agriculture, construction equipment,
generators and off-road vehicles. In South Africa, these products are

I think it is important that a business partner has certain qualities:

distributed through an extensive dealer network and own branch offices.

commitment, loyalty and reliability. This is how you build positive and

Customers are offered comprehensive after-sales service, product support

long-term relationships. I know that Royal Reesink has these qualities and

and spare parts for all products.

also expects them from us. We equally guarantee the supply of top-quality
products, so that our customers can benefit from maximum operational

Established in 1991, we introduced TORO golf course and public lawn

efficiency at minimum operating costs. This is the kind of relationship I

mowers as well as POLARIS off-road vehicles in the same year. In 2000,

appreciate.

Smith acquired the distribution rights for KUBOTA products from a former
distributor, and in the next years, other leading brands such as LINHAI-

David Stevens, Owner of Smith:

for a long time. This enables us to

Smith focusses on markets that

work together smoothly as a team.

expect significant growth over the

A good team is the driving force

coming years and we aim to make

for success. I am not only looking

our brands grow into South African

for a good business partner, but

market leaders. At the same time,

also for a party that can offer our

we continue to focus on developing

employees a good future, where

the markets we already serve.

our people, suppliers, dealers and

Royal Reesink and Smith agree on

customers will feel comfortable in

this philosophy. The way in which

the years to come. Two successful

Jean Heybroek made the switch to

parties have found each other and

Royal Reesink eight years ago really

this entails great promises for the

appealed to me. This was what I

future. In my role as a supervisory

envisaged when I was looking for

director, I look forward to our

a new owner for Smith. We also

cooperation.

agree in our mentality when it
comes to accomplishing our tasks
and working relationships. Many of
our current employees, around 160
overall, have been working with us
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